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In the last decade much work has been done in both the formalization of 
Lheorem proving procedures and the development of theorem proving programs. 
In addition, the general logical inference capability of a theorem prover 
has been applied to such areas as: question-answering systems, problem-
solving systems, proving theorems in abstract mathematical systems, proving 
the correctness of programs, writing programs, and robot technology. 
In this paper we outline the significant achievements in mechanical 
theorem proving applications. These achievements range from foundational 
work in the 1920 l s and 1930's to current efforts. A comprehensive biblio-
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I NTRODUCT I ON 
The purpose of this paper is to make available to the researchel' in 
artificial intelligence a comprehensive bibliography on mechanical theorem 
proving and its applications. The material cited varies from abstract mathe-
matical foundations to practical applications. To assist in the use of this 
bibliography, several key papers in this field are noted briefly in the follow-
ing summary account of its development . 
The attempt to find mechanical proofs of theorems dates back to the work 
of Leibniz in the seventeenth century. However, it was not until 1929 and 1930 
" 
when Godel, Herbrand, and Skolem wrote fundamental papers in mathematical logic, 
.. 
that the foundations were laid for mechanical theorem proving methods. Godel 
\1930} showed that the theorems of the first-order predicate calculus (the for-
mulas deducible from the axioms) are precisely the formulas of the first-order 
predicate calculus which are valid (the formulas which are true under all inter-
pretations). The work in the modern approach to mechanical theorem proving is 
an outgrowth of an important paper written by Herbrand (1930). From this de-
veloped a proof procedure that attempts to find an interpretation over a general 
domain, called the "Herbrand Universe", that makes a certain formula false. If 
the alleged theorem is a theorem, then no such interpretation exists, and the 
process will halt after a finite number of steps. If the formula is not a 
theorem, then there is no guarantee that the procedure will terminate. In an 
important paper, Church (1936) proved that there is no general algorithm to 
determine if a given formula in the first-order predicate calculus is a theorem. 
The significance of Church's theorem for mechanical theorem provinq is that the 
best one can expect to develop for the first-order predicate calculus is a 
proof procedure, rather than a general decision procedure. Hence, a reasonable 
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direcion to proceed in developing an effective mechanical theorem prover is 
to improve and refine the Herbrand approach. 
The impetus for work in mechanical theorem nroving was renewed in the late 
'950's. Much of this impetus came from the technological advancement of high-
speed computers. At that time, work was started on mechanizing the concept of 
n ~roof in axiomatic systems other than the first-order predicate calculus. 
The approach employed was primarily the use of heuristic techniques. In 1957, 
Newell, Shaw, and Simon wrote a program to prove theorems in propositional cal-
culus. Their program begins with the axioms of this system, and uses the rules 
of inference to make logical deductions. The paper by Newell, Shaw, and Simon 
is a landmark in heuristic programming. Wang (1960) showed that the same prob-
;em could be handled by mechanized proof procedures which use far less machine 
time and guarantee that a proof will be found for any provable proposition. In 
1960, Gelernter wrote a program based on heuristic techniques to prove theorems 
in geometry. 
Efforts in the first-order predicate calculus also continued in the late 
1950's, since it was realized that successful theorem proving programs in this 
axiomatic system would form a basis for obtaining mechanical proofs of theorems 
in other areas of mathematics and related disciplines. Some proof procedures 
for the first-order predicate calculus. such as those proposed by Wang (1960A), 
and by Popplestone (1967), are based on natural deduction systems. These pro-
cedures search for a proof by means of a tree or "semantic tableau." Most 
proof procedures are based on Herbrand's results, and are algorithms, which 
when applied to a valid formuia will terminate and yield a proof of the validity 
of the formula. However, for formulas which are not valid, in general, the 
computat~on will continue indefinitely. These procedures attempt to demonstrate 






















"-:e,'C is no interpretation which makes the negation true. Hence, they "prove" 
formula by "refuting" its negation, and therefore, are called refutation pro-
dures. Refutation procedures accept formulas in the first-order predicate 
c:alci.O~us only in a special notation. The foundations for this notation were 
given by Skolem (1928). Gilmore (1960) developed an implementation of the 
Lerbt'and approach. Davis and Putnam (1960) showed how one can improve on the 
Gilmore program. Chin1und, et a1, (1964), also developed an implementation 
that involved the Herbrand expansion explicitly. Prawitz (1960) in an impor-
tant paper was the first to suggest a more efficient way of examining the ele-
ments of the "Herb rand Base." 
The current work in formal theorem proving derives from the landmark paper 
J. A. Robinson (1965), who developed a machine-oriented logic for the first-
order predicate calculus that involves only one rule of inference, commonly re-
ferred to as the Robinson Resolution Principle. The discovery of th;~ ~rinci­
ple was marked by the publication of an abstract by J. A. Robinson (1963A). 
The rule of inference prohibits the generation of unnecessary instances of for-
mulas, a phenomenon which plagued earlier theorem provers. The development of 
the Robinson Resolution Principle has resulted in considerable literature on 
strategies that a resolution-based theorem prover can employ. Some methods of 
restricting resolution are: unit preference and set of support strategies due 
to Wos, Carson, G. Robinson (1964, 1965); hyper-resolution and the semantic 
tree method of J. A. Robinson (1965, 1965A); the renaming method of Meltzer 
(1966) to use Pl-deduction described by J. A. Robinson (1965); the maximal 
clash method and the semantic resolution method of Slagle (1967); linear reso-
lution due to Loveland (1968); resolution with merging due to Andrews (1968); 
the ancestry filter method of ~uckham (1968); first-literal resolution due to 
























discussed by J. A. Robinson (1965), and by Loveland (lS68). ~eltzer and 
Kowalski (1970A) have reported work in fonna1izing the concept of the efficiency 
of a proof procedure (which is defined as an inference mechanism and a search 
strategy), and have pointed out the important difference between the simplicity 
of a proof and the ease of finding it. A new te~hnique for establishing the 
completeness of resolution-based deductive systems for first-order logic has 
been given by Anderson and Bledsoe (1970A). Yates, Raphael and Hart (1970) 
have introduced a new representation, tenned "resolution graphs", for deduc-
tions in first-order logic. Resolution graphs provide a basis for proving the 
completeness of a proof strategy that combines the set of support, resolution 
with merging, linear format and l.ove1and's subsumption conditions. 
The equality relation in the first-order predicate calculus has been 
troublesome to deal with. Wos and G. Robinson (1968) have proposed an infer-
ence system based on an inference rule called paramodulation to handle the 
equality relation. Darlington (1968) used a single axiom in second-order logic 
to handle equality substitutions. J. A. Robinson (1968) used a generalized re-
solution principle with built-in equality. To achieve "larger" inference steps, 
Meltzer (1970) has suggested the use of "macro" predicates, and in the same 
paper ~ported on an extension of theorem proving programs which results in the 
ability to do induction. Some initial efforts have been directed toward obtain-
ing proof procedures for higher-order calculi. This work is report in Gould 
(1966). and J. A. Robinson (1969, 1970). A good discussion of the use of cal-
culi to fonma1ize concepts like situations, future operators, actions, and 
strategies has been written by McCarthy and Hayes (1969). 
There have been a number of applications of theorem proving methods. One 
of the early and most successful theorem proving programs that used a refutation 
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National Laboratory. The program uses the resolution princiole, and has been 
successful in proving theorems in abstract algebra. Guard et al., (1969) have 
reported that an open problem in modular lattice theory has been solved by 
use of an interactive theorem proving program. Allen and Luckham (1970) are 
also implementing an interactive theorem prover. 
Green and Raphael (1967, 1968, 1969, 1969A, 1969B) were the first to 
demonstrate that theorem proving techniques based on the resolution principle 
could be applied to the design of question-answering and problem sovlinq sys-
tems. They showed that the set of facts necessary for answering questions 
(solving problems) can be viewed as axioms, and the query (or problem to be 
solved) can be viewed as the theorem to be proved. They also developed an 
answer extracti on process so that a quest ion-answer; nq sys tem us; ng theorem 
proving techniques could give more than a "yes" or "no" response to a query. 
Luckham and Nilsson (1970) developed more general techniques for extracting in-
formation from resolution proof trees. Darlington (1969, 1969A) has also re-
ported work in the applications of theorem proving techniques to question-
answering systems. He has shown how one may implement countinq (1969A) in the 
first-order predicate calculus, and has developed some strategies for informa-
tion retrieval problems. 
Work on the use of theorem proving techniques to prove the correctness of 
programs has been reported by Manna (1968, 1969, 1969A), by Manna and McCarthy 
(1970A), and by Manna and Pnueli (1970B). Waldinger (1969), Waldinger and Lee 
(1969A). Green (1969. 1969B), and Manna and Waldinger (1970) are experimenting 
with theorem proving techniques to construct programs automatically. Lee (1967) 
and Slagle (1969) have reported work on consequence finding. The application 
of theorem proving to robots is being pursued at Stanford Research Institute 



























(1968), Nilsson (1969A), and Burstall (1970). 
The technology of mechanical theorem proving has developed rapidly since 
J. A. Robinson's landmark paper, and there is no one source that the reader 
can go to for a unified treatment of the subject. J. A. Robinson has written 
several excellent survey articles (1967, 1970). A significant textbook by 
Nilsson (197l), entitled "Problem Solving Methods in Artificial Intelligence", 
gives an excellent account of theorem proving based on the Robinson Resolution 
Principle, and its application to problem solving in artificial intelligence. 
The remainder of this paper is subdivided into two parts. The first part 
is a comprehensive bibliography on mechanical tneorem proving and its applica-
tions. The bibliography is sequenced according to a code which is generally 
an abbreviation of the first author's last name and the year of publication. 
Following the bibliography is a Key Word In Context (KWIC) index which serves 
as a subject catalog. The index contains, in alphabetical order, all of the 
key words in all of the titles in the bibliography. Each of the key words 
appears together with the rest of the title in which it occurs and the corres-
ponding sequence code. The sequence code can be used to look up the complete 
citation in the bibliography. 
W~erever complete citations were not available, the best available infor-
mation is given. The language of the paper is the same as the language of the 
title. We apologize to authors who have written relevant papers that have not 
been included in the KWIC index. We plan to maintain the bibliography, and to 
distribute it to interested individuals periodically. Suggestions for correc-
tions, additions, and improvements to make the index of greater utility to re-
searchers will be welcome. Researchers aloe i,wited to send their papers to 
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•••• KWIC INOEX •••• 
ANU I~CUClIVE LOOIC. = 
= =HfPpESt:~TI\TIONS ~~ PROPL£~~ OF P 
c:::::1 
- A HE URISTIC PROr.PA~ ~OP PROYINr. THFORf~S OF GROUP THEORV. = 
.NU PROBlE.,s IN ~f.CHANJCAL PROOF PRO~EOURE. = 
CASE OF TH£ DECISION PROPLE~. =00 
CA~E. =f~TSC~EIOUNr.~-PPORlE~ 
STHUCTIIRt. OF ' ATO~IC FOP~UlAS. =TRANSFOR~.TIO~.l 5 
PHOPfRTy OF ROBINSON'S UNIFICATION ALGORITH~. = 
ANAL.,~JS OF ".NY VALufn LOGICS.: 
:A USEF~L ALGEBRAIC PROPERTy OF ROBINSON'S ~NI 
:A CO"IT PR06RA~ FOR TM 
FOR F.~TA~LtS"ING OEOUC1TRILITY, RASEO ON I~VERS£ MfT"OC.= 
FOH T~EOHE"-PROVfRS. = 
:A PARAOIE" FO 
WITM .PPLICATIC~S TO RE~CLUTION LOGIC. =THEO 
:MECH~NICAL .ATHF.~ATICS A 
:SOM£ LIN£IIR HER~PANn PROOF 
OF ~OC.L LOGIC I. : 
OF ~ANY ~ALUEn LOGICS.: 
FILTER "tT"OO IN AUTOltATTC OEMON~TRATIO~I. : 
TRt.ES.=FI~CINe RE~OLuTION PROOF~ AND U~JNG O~PLICA1E 60 
=TMEC'RE" PROYE 
QUt.~TIO~S. :A PROP~SF.O PREFERENCE STRATrGY USING SUFFICJE"CV-
SYSTEltS. =RESEARCH ON INTELL 
OF ARTIFICJAL INTFLLIGENCE TECH~JnUES. =. "O~llE 
OF THEORE"'-PPOVING TO PR08LEIt-~OLVING. : 
OF THEORt"-PRO\lING TF.CH~ TaUE~ TO ~U£STTn~-.NS"EqING SYSTE~5. = 
OF ,THE INVERSE ",ETHOD OF ESTABLI~HING OfOUCIMIL-ITY TO T~E THEORY OF DECIDABLE 
OF THEOPE"-PPO\lING TO OllF'5TJON-.~~.EPING SYSTE"S. : 
OF TMFOREIt rpOYING TO PPCBLE~ SCLvING. =STRIPS: A NE. A 
TO PL'~. NINr. FOR POPOTS. =FOR~ALlCT~G SE~A~TlCS OF FIRST ORDER LOGIC IN FIRST 0 
=OUTLI~t. BIMLIOGPAP~y. ANU KwiC INOE. ON "EChANI~.L THEOpEM P 
TO PE~OL~TION LOGIC. :T~F'ORE~ PROylNG B 
=ARTfFICUL INTELLlGn'cF': TME t'F'IJAI~TIC PPOGRA 
TO THE APPLICA110~ OF THEORE~ PRCvING TO PROMLE~ SOLVI~G. = 
TO MEURISTIC PROBL~~ ~OLVING AND Tt'EORE~-PROYING I~ PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS. = 
TO PAOPL~~-SOLVINr. BY Co~PUTER. : 
ENTITIES I~ "A~-~ACHINr ~ATHF.~AllCS. = 
=THE "ECI'I.NllATION 0 
EXPRESSEU IN ENGLISM. =~~CHI~E ~rTHOpS F'OP P 
:r~f .)11 
INTELLIGt:NCE. =PROALE~-S~LV 
INTELLIG~NCE: THE MEUPISTIC PAOGPA""TNG .PP~O.CH. = 
INTELLlGE~Ct. TECHNII'H'fS. =A ~09ILE ~uTO~.TON: AN 
INT~LtIG~NCE. :SO~E PHTLOSOPt'ICAL PACRL£~S FRO" TME ST~NUPOI 
FOH~ULAS. =lPA~SFnp~ATJONAL SYST£VS AND T~E .LGEMR"IC ST 
LO~IC ~OR ~E~I-AUTO~AT£O .ATHE~"TtCS. = 
TH~OPFIt "ROVING.=SO~f ~E~ RE~ULTS ON 
OEUUCTICN "ITH MYPFR-RESOLUTION. : 
THEORf~ PRCVING .,TH RE~A~tRLE AND SE~ANTIC RESOLUTION. = 
THEORF" .. ROYING. : 
OEUUC TI ON. = 
THE ORE~-PROVING. :BETH-T 
INUlJCTlON. =El( 
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PROGRA" 'IIRITING. =PROW: 
GENERATION OF PROOF~ IN THE LANGUAGE OF ~ATHE"ATICS. = 
DE~n~~'T~ATTnN. =THF. CA~F FOR USING EeUA 
PROGRA'" SYNT~ESIS. ' = 
DEMONSTRATJON. :TH£ ANCE~TRY FI 
OE~ON~T"'ATI~N. =THE CASE FOP USTNG FQU~ 
THEORE"'-~ROVING. :SEM 
THt:.ORF.'" PROVING wITH EOIJALITY Sl.;PSTITIlTIONS liND MATHE"ATlCAL INOUCTION. = 
THEnPF"'-PROVING wITH FOIIAL ITY. :PENA~ABlE PARA 
TH~O~E~ f'ROVJNG.:SPLITTING AND RECUCTION 
USING THEORE'" PROVING. =CONST~U 
'IIRITI~r, CO"PUTfR PAQGRA"S. :THF SPECIALIZE 
AN IIPPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL I~TELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES. = 
OF APITH"'ETIC. = 
=A CO"PlETE~ES~ T~EnRE~ AND A C~YPUTEA PRCGRA~ FOR FINDI~G THEORE~S OERIVA 
OF PPcOFS FOR THEoAE"S D~RIVABlE wITHIN THE FIRST ORDER P~EOICATE CALCULUS :A 
IN IIUTO",ATIC OE~ONSTRATION. :THE C~SE FOP 
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=UflF.:R 
AND K~IC T~OEx n~ WECH AN tCAL THEOAE" PROIiING AND ITS APPLICATIONS. = 
SEMANTIC TREES. =EFFTClfNT MAXI"'"L SE!o'ANTIC RESOlUTI0~ PROOFS 
OF V~T~E"ATICAl LOGIC. =0 
~LOCKS O~ "ATHE",ATICAL LOGIC. = 
DEDUCTION "ACHINF.~. = 
"E~OR~~DU" wIP_R_45. =So~E COM 
=THF.: n'v~R~F "ET"'OO OF ESTIIRLISHTNG [lEDIJCIf'ILI 
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=APPLTCATI0~1 OF THF. TNvEDSE wETHon OF EsTAeLISHING DEOUCIMIL-ITY TO THE THEORY 
OF RELATIVES. :ON POS~IB 
=AN INTEHIICTIVE SYSTF.~ FnR PROVING THEOPF.:"S IN 
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=A PROO~ ~ETHOD FO~ THE CLftSS 
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ANU ~OLv~BLE S~R~ NYT ~UACASES. =ON T~r O~CI~IO~ PRoelE~ OF TH~ FIRST ORDER PRE 
OF THE O~CISIO~ PROBLE~. = 
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THE T.-EOREf'S ,IT PROVF.:S. :FlEALllATION OF A 
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DEDUCTIVE PROALE~-SOLVING SYSTEM. : 
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=~ARA"'OUUlATION AND T~F.ORE~-PROVtNG IN FIRST-OAnER 
RELATION. =A "'ACHINF.-ORTENTED LOGIC INC 
=EXPERI"'E~TS ""ITH l HEURISTIC T"'EORF~-DPOvI~G PROGRA'" FOA PREDICATE 
MELATION =E-PESOLuJION: FlCTENSION OF RESOLuTION TO INCL 
AXIOMS IN AUTO"'ATIC DEMONSTRATIO~. =THE 
AXIOM5 IN AUTO~ATIC DE~ONSTRATtO". =THE 
THEORy. =RESOL~TION WITH COVERING 
RULE IN A R~SOLUTION THEOREM PROVER. =A ~ELAIS 
=CO"'PLET~~ES5 OF LlNF.AR REFUTATION FeR THECRIE 
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SU~STTTLTIONS AND "ATH£"'ATICAL INOUCTION. =A~TOro-AT1C THEORE 
- =--:'l 
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"'ETHoeS. : 
SEMANTICS OF FIRST ORDER LOGIC IN FIRST ORtER I.OGIC. AND APPLICATION TO PLANNI 
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FOHMAT FOH RFSOLUTION. = 
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FORMULAS =TRA~SFOR~ATIO~"L ~YSTE~S AND T~E ALGE8RAIC STRUCTURE 
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FRAG"'ENTS OF CL,.SSICAL PREDICATE CALCULUS.:T 
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FRAMt. PROALEM IN PROBLEM-~OLVING SYSTE~S. = 
F~EGE TO GOCEL: A ~O~RCE ROOK IN MATHEMATICAL LOGIC. = 
FUNCTION LOGIC. =PROPERTIES OF PROGRA' . 
FUNCTION =LINF.-R RF.SOLUTION 
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FUZZY LOGIC.=SCME 
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GEO~~TRY THEORf~ "'AC~INE. =EMPIRIC_L EXPLO 
GEO~lTRY_THEORE~_PROVINn WAC~I~E. =R 
GOALS IN ANC/CR TREES.=FINnI ~ G RESOL~TTON PROOFS _NO U 
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(iROUP THE-ORY. :"CEPT _ A ~f IlPTC;TIC PROGR_~ FOR PROVING THEOR 
~UID~ TO a ~ 3.5 QUfS1ION-A NS~~RI~G SYSTE~. = 
GulOtO EOU~LITY RULF IN A RFC;OLUTION THEORE~ PROVER. :A 
~~UPTSATZ FOH SECOII.D ORDER L~GJC. =CO . 
~AUPTSATZ FOR ~IG~ER OHeER LOGlr.= 
~ERBHAND PROOF PRCCFCURES: AN ANALYSIS. : 
HERAHAND_GENTZEN THEORE"'. :LINEAR PEASO~TNG. A N 
~ERaHAND_GENTZEN THEORE~ REL~TING MODEL THEORy TC PROOF T~EORY. =THH 
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- -
AND cn"'PLETF PROCF.~~ES TN THE "'F.CHANIZATIO~ OF THfORE"'-PROVING. : 
SEARC" VS. EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH.: 
PROGPA~ ~OR PROVING THfOREMS OF GROUP THEORY. : 
THEORF.",.PROVING PRnGR"~ FOR PRFOTCATF. CALC~L~S WITH EQUALITY. :EXPE 
PRORLE" SOLVING AND THEnREfol-PROVfNG IN pROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS. =AN APP 
GU1DE~ ECUALITy RULE IN A RESOLUTION THEOREM ~ROVER. : 
IN AUT~"'ATIC THEOP.F.v PROVING.:SPI fTTING 
=O~SERVATIONS CONCERNING COMPUTI~G, 
:HEALlsATJON DE PROGRA~MES DE DEMONSTRATICN DE THEORE"'S UTILISAN 
ORUER LOGIC. :A NOTE . 
ORUER LOGIC.:HAUPTS · 
LO<ilCo. : 
:AUTOfol"TlC 
:SOMF. T"ECRE'" PROVING STRATE 
:SOfolF. T~EORE~_PROVING STRATE 
PROOF ·PROCEOlIRE. = 
~ETHOC FOR SOLVING DEDUCTIVE PROPLEMS ON A COMPUTER Hy CO"'PILED AXIOMS. = 
TH~ [QUALITY RELATION. =A MACHINE_ 
ON "'EC"A~ICAL THEOREM PPOVING ANO ITS ApPLICATIONS. =OUTLINE. BIBLIOGA 
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GE~ERALISATION. : 
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